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Abstract. In this paper, we describe an automatic method for detecting
and repairing non-repetitive damages in image sequences, caused by dust,
fibers or local defects of the film emulsion. The method is a three frame
window scheme based on the calculation of the optical flow (OF) relating
adjacent frames and the first and the last frames of the sequence. The OF
validity is checked in order to detect non-repetitive damage, and is later
repaired using filtering and smooth blending of the damaged zones. The
method works correctly for the set of tested image sequences providing
perfect visual repairs of the damaged zones.

1 Introduction

There is a vast archive of celluloid film motion pictures documenting the modern
history. With prolonged periods of storage in not always ideal conditions, they
suffer from serious conservation problems. Neither the celluloid nor the chemical
layer on it is stable over large periods of time. Most archive film motion pictures
suffer from damages and need to be digitized and restored in order to preserve
the invaluable cultural heritage they contain. Specially the older archive films
can contain large amounts of film damage, like spots, dust, scratches, celluloid
shrinking or unstable frame position. While for the news and documentary pur-
poses digital video recording has gradually replaced the use of film negative,
almost all existing feature film productions heve been shot using the traditional
film technology, with only some of the latest features shot digitaly. The usage
of traditional celluloid film technology inherently implies the presence of some
drops, mostly caused by film emulsion defects and dust.

Among the different types of defects and damages there are the following:

– Processing liquids spots: This is a non-repetitive defect caused by the incor-
rect drying of the processing liquids, which can create spots on individual
images of the sequence, like the spot shown in Figure 1(a).
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– Film emulsion drops: The film emulsion itself can contain defects. They
usually appear as random dots or spots on individual frames. These dots
are non-repetitive. We can see an example in Figure 1(b). If the defect is
"hard" the emulsion can appear completely pealed off, as in Figure 2(b).

– Dust on film: It is normal that some dust particles get stuck on the film.
The dust particles are fragments of fibers, hairs, plants, etc. Their amount
can vary depending on the care taken during the film processing. A careful
manipulation of the film can decrease these defects, but it will never make
them disappear. The film dust will be seen as random fibers or dots on
individual frames. They are not repetitive along multiple consecutive frames.
In Figure 1(c) an example of a fiber stuck on the film can be seen.

– Mold: The photosensitive emulsion is hold on the celluloid by a common,
animal based gelatine. The gelatine is prone to be attacked by mold in pres-
ence of humidity, thus creating non-repetitive spots on individual frames of
the sequence.

– Dust on camera or film duplicating optics: If the dust is stuck in some part
of the camera optics, in the path of the incoming light, then there will be
a case like the above (dust on film), but in this case the dust will then be
impressed on the same position along a sequence of frames.

– Film scratches: The film is mechanically threaded through the camera. If a
hard dust particle is stuck in a point where the film slides along, a longitudi-
nal scratch will be created along the film. These scratches will be visible as
vertical lines in the film, provided that in typical cameras the film advances
vertically. The scratches are usually visible in the same position along many
consecutive frames of the sequence.

Some of the above defects can be physically cleansed in the laboratory, using
special liquids and gasses. However, most archive materials are actually not the
original film negatives. In the standard laboratory process, the negatives are opti-
cally transferred to distribution positives. The original negatives were frequently
discarded or lost, so any dust present on the negative, or in the equipment,
was permanently impressed on the positive, and in the copies made after these
positives, thus propagating the effect.

Many works have been published regarding film restoring and dealing with
various aspects of film repair [1] [2] [3] [4]. In the field of repairing localized de-
fects we can distinguish methods aimed at repairing repetitive or non-repetitive
damage. Non-repetitive damage appears only on individual frames, and generally
can be repaired using information from adjacent undamaged frames. Repetitive
damage is a damage which appear along a long sequence of frames, like a film
scratch [5] or dust in optics. The information lost to such damage can not be
easily patched using adjacent frames and need to be “guessed up” using much
more advanced, complex assumptions about the scene depicted, like assuming
that a scene consists basically from a static background with objects moving
over, or that a walking person repeats over the same movements in each step
of its walk [6]. Such advanced assumptions restrain the list of scenes that can
treated, however they can be the only available solution in many cases.
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(a) A processing liquid
spot.

(b) A dark spot. (c) A fiber.

Fig. 1. Examples of film damages

Our work concentrates on non-repetitive damage, like dust on film, emulsion
defects, liquid drops and mold damage. We will concentrate on creating a simple
to use, yet reliable automatic method to detect the damaged zones and integrate
the repair as seamlessly as possible into the original footage.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains the automatic
method based on the optical flow that detect and repairs non-repetitive damage.
Section 3 presents the results obtained for different image sequences. Finally,
section 4 depicts some conclusions.

2 Our Proposal

Our work deals with the film restoration of certain types of film damage using
information from the adjacent frames in the film image sequence. Let suppose
that in the present frame of the sequence there is a localized defect, like a spot, a
fiber or a dot. Our solution is copying a similar but undamaged part of another
image belonging to the same image sequence. We propose bringing the corre-
sponding parts from the adjacent images in the image sequence to reconstruct
the damaged part of the current image. Unfortunately, direct copying of pixels
from the adjacent frame would only work on static image sequences. Using of the
optical flow (OF) based movement interpolation extends the method usability
to sequences with movement.

2.1 Optical Flow Based Image Interpolation

In our optical flow implementation, based on comparison studies by [7] [8] [9],
we have chosen a variation of the Horn and Shunck [10] algorithm, extended
by a multi-pyramidal scheme to account for large movements. We also added a
modification into the calculation of the luminance gradient over time, using an
image warping technique [11], thus improving the method’s results and achieving
really good results on real world image sequences.
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Let suppose that we are repairing the image It, from the sequence of frames
I1 . . . In. First, we will calculate the optical flow field v = (u, v)T between the
previous image It−1 and the following image It+1 of the sequence. We compute

∇I · v + I(ux + vy) = −∂I

∂t
(1)

Now, for each pixel of the It image that needs to be reconstructed, we will
calculate its value bringing it from the following image:

I ′t(x, y) = It+1(x +
u

2
, y +

v

2
) (2)

Notice that the optical field v describes movements along the interval of two
frames. To interpolate the path along the interval of one frame (from It to It+1),
we divide the vector size by 2. The coordinates of the pixel accessed in the It+1

will usually be non integer values, so We use linear interpolation to access these
pixel positions.

Although it could be thought that it would be a better solution to calculate
the optical field between It and It+1, as it would lead to shorter movements to
detect, with a better OF quality, this is not the case. Consider that the damaged
spots are mostly of different luminance (black or white). In that case the presence
of the spot in only one of the pair of the images used for the OF calculation will
cause such OF field to be invalid just in the spot of the damage, exactly where
we are actually going to use it. To avoid the interference of the damage in the
calculation of the OF, we will use the previous and next frames of the sequence,
but not the frame itself. If the damage is non-repetitive it is unlikely that the
corresponding parts of the adjacent frames will be damaged too.

2.2 Optical Flow Based Process for Automatic Identification of the
Damaged Zones

There is an obvious need for an automatic method that identify the damaged
zones. While an operator could identify the damaged zones, such process is
quite laborious, as the operator would need to review frame by frame the whole
sequence, and mark the damaged zones using a pen-on-tablet repair brush in-
terface. Even in case of treating current, correctly developed negative in a film
production, which can contain less than one defect per frame for the operator to
mark, a skilled operator can review and fix at most a few thousands of frames
in a working day (1 minute of film = 24x60 frames = 1440 frames), making
human assistance based process a reasonable proposition only for high budget
productions. However, purely manual repair of damaged older film could require
man-years of work.

For that reason, an automatic method for detecting and repairing damage is
needed. However, as the ultimate criterion for film repairing is the visibility of
the defects by a human, the operator could review the results and intervene only
when it seems necessary, when noticed that the automatic identification did not
work properly.
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In order to identify the damaged spots we are concentrating on, we will use its
non-repetitive nature. A non-repetitive damaged spot is present in the current
frame, but it is not present in the previous or in the following frames of the
sequence. To detect them, we will use the fact that the optical flow between a
pair of images will be invalid or erroneous near an object that is present in only
one of the images. This happens because the constant luminance assumption is
broken by an object appearing in only one of the frames. We base the damage
spot detection on the measure of the OF validity. We assume that where the
OF is correct, the OF vectors will map the individual pixels of the source image
onto pixels with similar luminance. We estimate the local validity of the OF
field using this fact, defining an error measure for the OF error estimation as
the square of the difference between the expected and the actual luminance of
each pixel mapped by the OF,

Et−1,t+1(x, y) = (It+1(x + u, y + v) − It−1(x, y))2 (3)

However, damaged spots are only one of the possible phenomena creating OF
errors. Many reasons for error in OF are valid phenomena in the scene, such as
occlusions, transparencies or moving shadows. These cases would be false posi-
tives and therefore we do not have to repair them. To distinguish actual damage
from false positives, we use that the damage is only present on an individual
frame, not in the previous or in the following frames. Therefore, the OF between
the previous and the following frames, but not using the damaged frame, will
contain no error caused by the damaged spot. The reason is that an occlusion
or moving shadow in progress, or in general any progressive change along the
image sequence, will cause certain errors in the calculated OF. In general, these
errors increase with the separation in time of the image pair we are using for
the OF calculation. The larger the advance of the error-causing phenomena (a
progressive occlusion, for example), the larger the OF error. In general, the OF
error between a pair of frames separated by a long distance in the image sequence
(a distance of two frames in our case), will be larger than the OF error between
consecutive frames (a distance of one frame). Expressed as an equation,

Et,t+1(x, y) < Et−1,t+1(x, y) (4)

Now, consider the case of a non-repetitive damaged spot that is only present
in the It frame, but not in It−1 or It+1 frames. The opposite of the above
equation will be true: the OF error skipping the current frame with damage will
be smaller than the OF error of the “shorter” OF relating the previous and the
current frames. Using this property, we define the damage measure D(x, y) for
detecting zones of spot damage,

D(x, y) = Et,t+1(x, y) − Et−1,t+1(x, y) (5)

The damage measure D is a scalar value defined for each pixel of the current
frame It.

Finally, based on the damage measure D, we can create a composition mask
to combine the undamaged parts of the original image with reconstructed parts
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replacing the damaged zones of the current image. This is the mask the human
would manually create in the simpler, human assisted method. The simplest
way would be applying a threshold value to distinguish minor noise disturbances
from actual film damage. However, the D measure will usually contain a large
volume of noise as a consequence of the film grain noise [12] in the processed film
sequence. To reduce this noise we used a simple Gaussian filtering, thus creating
a filtered measure D′(x, y),

D′(x, y) = (g ◦ D)(x, y) (6)

Using a Gaussian filtering will reduce noise, but it will reduce the resolution of
the measure mask. However, the resolution is not critical, as the OF is locally
smooth and the detected errors tend to create clusters in the damaged zone.

Finally, we create the actual mask. To further improve the repair integration
instead of a hard threshold we will use a linear clamped function to convert the
damage measure D′(x, y) into a composition mask,

p(x, y) = clamp((D′ − c) ∗ s) (7)

where c and s are user defined constants and clamp() is a function limiting p to
the range [0, 1]. Then, the final result is obtained by using a blending equation
instead of using a threshold,

Iresult(x, y) = p(x, y) ∗ I ′t(x, y) + (1 − p(x, y)) ∗ It(x, y) (8)

Adequate values for c and s are defined mostly by the image resolution in pixels
and the level of noise in the processed film. As a consequence, usually the same
values can be set only once and applied over many film sequences coming from
the same origin (from the same day of shooting, for example).

Notice that the process we propose is symmetrical, that is, the OF could
be calculated in the opposite direction, (It+1 to It−1), and then bring the cor-
responding pixels from the previous image. There seems to be no important
advantage in doing so. One possible improvement to the method could be cal-
culating the OF in both directions and then average the results to reduce the
average method error. We tested this possible improvement but doing so pro-
duced a unwished side effect. In the reconstructed zones, the film grain noise
inherently present in all film images, was reduced with the averaging. While
noise reduction could be welcome, if applied only on some parts of the image it
becomes visible and an unwished artifact on its own.

It is important to note that the proposed method will only work for non-
repetitive damage, like emulsion defects, fibers and dust stuck on the film strip.
The repetitive damage like film scratches is much more difficult to treat, as the
part of the image covered by the defect can be completely lost along the whole
image sequence, and would need to be guessed from scratch. Only some special
cases, like an scene in constant, regular movement (pan over horizon) could be
solved, as the damage is static relatively to the frame, although it is not static
relatively to the depicted scene. If the number of frames affected by the defect is
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greater than one, but it does not include the whole of frames in the sequence, a
more complex method could be designed, which included more than only three
sequence frames.

3 Results

This section presents the results of our method on an example of three consec-
utive images, shown in Figure 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) extracted from a longer film
sequence. We are only showing a cutout of the complete frames so the results
can be seen in more detail. The middle image, Figure 2(b), contains a large
damage in form of white spots, probably caused by a pealed emulsion on the
positive film print. The previous frame (Figure 2(a)) and the following frame
(Figure 2(c)) contain no visible damage in the same zone, so if the damage is

(a) First frame. (b) Intermediate frame. (c) Last Frame.

Fig. 2. A sequence of three consecutive frames. The intermediate frame contains white
spots damage.

(a) A mask image as it
would be created by a hu-
man operator if the process
were manual. This mask
image marks the damaged
zone in the frame.

(b) The mask image cre-
ated by our automated
detection process, without
Gaussian filtering.

(c) The mask image created
by our automated detection
process, with Gaussian fil-
tered.

Fig. 3. Examples of mask images
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(a) Simple repair example: Bringing the
same zones from third frame of the se-
quence, using the mask created by our
method.

(b) Optical Flow corrected repair exam-
ple: Bringing the corresponding image
zones from the third frame of the se-
quence and compensating the motion in
the scene using the OF calculated be-
tween the first and third frames.

Fig. 4. Simple and OF corrected restorations

non-repetitive and the overall damage is not too extensive, it is unlikely they
will contain damage exactly in the same zone.

First, in Figure 3(a) we present the mask image that would be created by a
human operator, if the process was to be done manually. The human operator
marked the damaged zone of the image we are repairing (Figure 2(b)). This mask
can be created using a pen-on-tablet interface. In that case, only a few frames
a minute can be treated if the damage is not extensive. Note that the outline
of the mask is soft, allowing for smooth blending of the repaired zones with the
original frame, thus making the repair less visible.

In Figure 3(b) we present the mask created by our automated detection pro-
cess by simple thresholding of the damage measure D. No filtering is used on
the damage measure, D, in this case. We can see that the mask outlines are
quite hard and iregular, making the borders of the repair potentially visible. In
order to avoid these borders, Figure 3(c) shows the mask obtained after Gaus-
sian filtering the damage measure D. In D′ the noise present in our initial D
damage measure has been removed before extracting the mask. As a convenient
side effect, the Gaussian filtering also widens the zone to repair, thus producing
certain safety margin around the damaged spot, and it softens the spots outlines
achieving better visual integration of the repaired zones.

We use the mask shown in Figure 3(c) to compose parts of the image following
the damaged frame in the sequence (Figure 2(c)) over the image we are repairing
(Figure 2(b)).

In Figure 4(a) we directly bring the same zones from the following image of the
sequence using the mask created with our method. The damage is less obvious
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(a) A processing liquid
spot.

(b) A dark spot. (c) A fiber.

Fig. 5. Examples of film corrected damages for images in Figure 1

(a) The automatic mask for
liquid spot.

(b) The automatic mask
dark spot.

(c) The automatic mask for
the fiber spot.

Fig. 6. Examples of automatic image masks for images in Figure 1

now. However, a close examination reveals that the substituted zones do not fit
well and the repaired spots look distorted. Finally, in Figure 4(b), we bring the
corresponding image zones from the following image of the sequence also using
the mask created with our method, while compensating the motion in the scene
using the OF calculated between the previous and the following frames. We can
see in that Figure a visually perfect repair of the damaged zones. The repair will
be perfect with the condition that the following frame is not exactly damaged
on the same spot.

We have also tested the method with different kinds of damages in image
sequences, such as a processing liquid spot, a dark spot and a fiber spot. In
Figure 5 we can see the same three frames as in the Figure 1 but in this case the
damage has been properly corrected using optical flow. The images in Figure 6
correspond to the three automatically computed image masks. In all frames,
white zones identify the damages in the frames and black zones identify parts
of the images which are considered by the application of the method without
spots.
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4 Conclusions

There is a vast historical film archive that it is worthwile preserving and restoring
as it is considered to be a cultural heritage. A large part of this historical footage,
and to a lesser extent more recent or even current film documents, are affected by
multiple kinds of film damage, ranging from old film shrinking to dust in camera.
We concentrated our work on repairing irregular damage, like non-repetitive
spots or drops in the images. We proposed and tested an automated method
identifying this kind of damage, distinguishing it from other phenomena in the
actual depicted scene. Our method is a three frame window scheme based on the
calculation of the optical flow relating the adjacent frames and the first and last
frames, skipping the central frame, comparing the OF validity for detecting non-
repetitive damage. We use both filtering and smooth repair blending to achieve
seamless repair of the detected damaged zones. We also use the same optical
field relating the first and third frame of our window to create an interpolated
frame to use as source for “patching” the damaged second frame of the window.

The automatic identification works correctly for most of the tested scenes.
However some sequences containing special phenomena, difficult to distinguish
from film damage, like scenes of snow, fire or a fly present in only one picture,
can not be adjusted to prevent appearance of either false positives or false nega-
tives. Some human assistance would be needed in order to identify correctly the
damage. In these cases, the automatically cerated mask can be used as base to
be corrected by the human operator, speeding up at least partially the process.
Nevertheless, even in such difficult cases, once the operator points the defects,
the system can still repair these automatically, with good visual results.
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